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Abstract
We introduce an image-based representation, called volumetric billboards, allowing for the real-time rendering
of semi-transparent and visually complex objects arbitrarily distributed in a 3D scene. The representation offers
full parallax effect from any viewing direction and improved anti-aliasing of distant objects. It correctly handles
transparency between multiple and possibly overlapping objects without requiring any primitive sorting. Furthermore, volumetric billboards can be easily integrated into common rasterization-based renderers, which allows for
their concurrent use with polygonal models and standard rendering techniques such as shadow-mapping.
The representation is based on volumetric images of the objects and on a dedicated real-time volume rendering algorithm that takes advantage of the GPU geometry shader. Our examples demonstrate the applicability
of the method in many cases including levels-of-detail representation for multiple intersecting complex objects,
volumetric textures, animated objects and construction of high-resolution objects by assembling instances of lowresolution volumetric billboards.
Keywords: image-based rendering, billboards, real-time rendering, geometry shader

1. Introduction
Image-based representations are attractive alternatives to
classical polygonal models for real-time 3D applications.
They are able to represent geometrically complex objects independently of their complexity. This includes objects made
of many small, thin and possibly disconnected elements
that become individually indistinguishable at a distance but
still predominantly contribute to the overall shape of the
object. Examples of such objects are commonly found in
nature (plants, trees, objects covered by fuzzy material,...)
and in man-made detailed structures (complex constructions,
metallic structures,...). In mesh representations, these objects are difficult to visualize in real-time because of the
large number of primitives required to render them. Moreover, they are also prone to aliasing artifacts since the primitives can be much smaller than the size of a pixel on screen.
These issues become all the more acute when the object is
c 2009 The Author(s)
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viewed at a distance. Geometric levels-of-detail techniques
such as polygon reduction do not help in such cases since
thin and possibly disconnected elements cannot be merged
into larger polygons without deteriorating the visual appearance of the model, even when seen from far away. Indeed,
to be accurately filtered according to the viewing distance, a
set of opaque elements that do not entirely fill a space region
should be replaced with a semi-transparent primitive.
Image-based techniques are well suited to represent semitransparency, this is done by storing an opacity value in the
images. Furthermore, they ease the representation of antialiased levels-of-detail since the images can be progressively
filtered and stored as MIP-maps. However, image-based representations used in real-time applications often suffer from
unpleasant visual artifacts, such as limited parallax effects
and popping. Moreover, the integration of multiple and arbitrarily placed objects in a 3D scene presents the problem
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of correctly handling transparency. The semi-transparent regions of different images must be composited in the right order to yield a correct result. For non-overlapping objects, the
immediate solution would be to sort their bounding boxes
(or bounding polyhedra in the general case) and to render them in the appropriate order. But sorting them accurately with respect to the current view projection is nontrivial [CMSW04], and not always possible (see Figure 1).
For overlapping objects, this implies that the rendering algorithm cannot process the objects one at a time and thus
should handle multiple objects altogether in order to intermix their data.
In this paper, we introduce
an image-based representation,
called volumetric billboards,
which efficiently solves these
issues. In particular, this rep- Figure 1: Boxes cannot alresentation is able to properly ways be sorted in a back-torender a set of semi-transparent front order wrt. the viewer.
objects that may overlap with each other or intersect other
objects represented by polygonal models. The basic idea is
to directly rely on volumetric images of the objects possibly
generated from the voxelization of their polygonal models.
The volumetric billboards are defined as a set of 3D cells arbitrarily placed in a 3D scene and filled with the volumetric
images. The volumetric images are MIP-mapped and stored
into 3D textures. The cell vertices have 3D texture coordinates that map a volumetric image to the cell. They are rendered with a dedicated slice-based volume rendering algorithm that renders all the volumetric billboards at once and
correctly handles transparency without requiring any sorting. The rendering algorithm also adapts to render distant
volumetric billboards more efficiently, while ensuring accurate anti-aliasing and MIP-map filtering.
As our results show, volumetric billboards allow for the
real-time visualization of many complex objects, with full
parallax from any viewing direction and anti-aliased levelsof-detail. These objects can be seamlessly integrated into a
scene containing polygon-based objects. Furthermore, volumetric billboards can be mapped onto a surface to cover it
like a volumetric texture (in the sense of [KK89]).
2. Previous Work
Our approach is mainly related to image-based rendering
and real-time volume rendering techniques. A large literature has been devoted to these two fields, so we will focus
only on techniques closely related to ours. Extensive and recent reviews can be found in [JWP05] for image-based rendering, and in [HKRS∗ 06] for real-time volume rendering.
The billboard technique and its extensions, such
as [DDSD03], represent an object by one or more intersecting textured quads. They share the advantages of imagebased representation, such as low rendering cost and MIPmap filtering with the distance. However, the correct han-

dling of semi-transparent billboard regions has not been addressed satisfactorily. Even if the original object is opaque,
its contours will become semi-transparent with MIP-map filtering. Sorting billboards for correct transparency is costly
and requires splitting the (numerous) billboards which intersect each other. Furthermore, if several such intersecting
objects have to be considered, the sorting and splitting must
be done globally (at runtime if objects move).
Other impostor-based techniques use a set of cached images of different views to represent an object [MS95,TK96].
To better capture and render a 3D shape, the images can be
layered [Sch98], pre-warped [OBM00], or augmented with
depth information e.g., [PO06, ABB∗ 07]. However, those
methods are restricted to essentially opaque objects, and cannot represent objects that become fuzzy or semi-transparent
at a distance. Light fields [LH96, GGSC96] are an interesting approach to compress the aspect from all directions
of any complex object (real or CG). But it does not permit
the mixing with other 3D primitives in the same area. Moreover, the shading is frozen in the data, or 2 extra dimensions
should be used to include this degree of freedom, rising the
light field to 6D.
Real-time volume rendering has focused predominantly
on texture-based approaches. Slice-based methods [CCF94,
LL94] use a stack of parallel planes as a proxy geometry to sample the volume and evaluate the volume rendering integral by blending the slices. These methods are still
widely used in interactive volume visualization applications
because of their easy implementation and their ability to benefit from hardware trilinear texture interpolation and preintegration schemes to generate high quality images at a
high framerate [EE02]. The recent development of programmable graphics hardware has also led to the emergence of
GPU-based implementations of raycasting [KW03]. This
approach eases optimizations such as early-ray termination and empty-space skipping. Even though, GPU specific issues have to be considered carefully to avoid performance drop [HSHH07]. Both slice-based and raycasting approaches have mainly targeted visualization of a single volume (such as scientific simulation results or medical data).
Integrating multiple volumes in a 3D scene includes issues
related to data intermixing of the multiple and possibly ovelapping volumes, and integration with polygonal models.
[CS99] discriminates three levels of data intermixing. The
simplest processes the volumes separately and merges the
final images, which obviously produces unrealistic effects.
The intermediate level mixes the visual contribution of each
volume present at a same location during voxel traversing.
The more complex level intermixes the illumination models
of overlapping voxels. These last two levels fit our requirements, but the intermediate one has the advantage of generality: Mixing illumination models in the general case is still
an open problem which the intermediate level avoids by mixing voxels after their shading evaluation. The slight loss in
c 2009 The Author(s)
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image quality is indeed acceptable for real-time rendering.
This is the data intermixing level considered in this paper.
Regarding GPU-raycasting, the design of algorithms able
to handle the data intermixing leads to complex and costly
solutions. Basically, if one wants to render several semitransparent volume objects (that may intersect one another),
they have to be considered at once during the ray integration.
This suggests a dedicated compositing step [Gri05] and organizing the volumes into a larger spatial data structure to be
handled by the GPU.
On the other hand, slice-based rendering directly solves
the problem of mixing volumes with polygonal objects
present in the scene and pre-rasterized: It produces pixel
fragments at their correct z-position that are then tested
against the current value stored in the z-buffer before being
composited with the fragments coming from the next slice.
Regarding correct transparency handling of multiple semitransparent volumes, a solution dedicated to the rendering of
volumetric textures (in the sense of [KK89]) mapped onto
a surface has been proposed by [LDS02]. Their scheme renders a set of prism-shaped cells filled with a semi-transparent
3D texture, without requiring them to be sorted. This interesting property leads us to build our solution on this slicing
scheme. We generalize their scheme to account for important issues related to cells arbitrarily placed in a 3D scene.
This includes the handling of disconnected cells possibly
filled with different textures as well as the handling of MIPmapped volume for distant objects. We also enhance the efficiency of the scheme with an improved prism/plane intersection algorithm implemented on GPU (as a geometry shader)
to slice the cells.
3. The volumetric billboards model
3.1. Representation
Our representation is composed of a set of triangular prismshaped 3D cells arbitrarily positioned in the scene with
3D texture coordinates at their vertices, and a set of volume
data stored into 3D textures which are mapped into the cells.
In typical uses, the cells are likely to overlap.
The cell: Triangular prism-shaped cells are very convenient:
First, two prisms can form a box, which is the most common
bounding polyhedron for an object (Figure 2-left). Second,
the plane/cell intersection algorithm to slice the cells can be
expressed in a compact and efficient manner for prisms (see
Section 3.3.2). Finally, prisms can be generated by extruding
any triangular mesh, which facilitates the creation of volumetric billboards for covering a surface, and thus extends
their use to volumetric texturing. Our cell shape is a generalized triangular prism defined as an extruded triangle where
the three extruded edges do not need to be parallel or to have
the same length.
The volume: Unlike volumes generated from medical or
simulation applications for which the data (e.g., a density) is
c 2009 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Left: A cube made of two prism-shaped cells and sliced
parallel to the screen. Right: The interval between slices is adapted
with the distance.

interpreted as a participating medium, our data are meant
to directly represent appearance, as in other image-based
representations. In particular, color and opacity are potentially view-dependent, and extra information such as normals might be available. This impacts the way volumes
are built from source object description, how the volumes
are filtered for MIP-mapping, and how they are rendered.
Moreover, the source objects do not only consist of geometry, especially if they were originally designed for highquality rendering. They can also have textures, precalculated
data such as ambient occlusion [ZIK98], and even complex
shaders. The fact that we build our volume from object appearance (using pre-renderings) allows us to capture all these
features. However, our scope is the high performance rendering of the volumes. For efficiency in terms of storage and
pixel shading, the implementation used for our examples do
not encode view-dependent information in the 3D textures.
Our voxels simply contain classical RGBA components and
possibly a normal N. But the volume data and associated
MIP-map pyramids are built so that the impact of this simplification is reduced, as described in the next section.
3.2. Volume data generation
Colors and transparency: Regarding color and transparency, the offline creation of volume data from source objects is inspired from [DN04]. In that paper dedicated to forest rendering, voxelization of trees is performed by rendering a stack of top-view slices of the trees. Each slice image
is obtained by fitting an orthographic camera above the trees
and setting its near and far clip planes to match the slice position and thickness (a similar approach is also used for opacity shadow maps in [KN01]). RGBA image components are
then used to fill the corresponding slice of the volume. Thus,
the volume encodes the top-view appearance of the trees.
This choice was made because the primary goal of [DN04] is
forest flyover. In our case, volumetric billboards are viewed
from any direction. To produce volume data that remains acceptable from any view, we extend the algorithm to combine
the source objects appearance rendered from the six axis directions. Six stacks of slices (one for each direction) are generated. Each voxel of the volume is then filled by a color and
transparency resulting from the combination of the values
sampled in each direction. A neutral combination function
would be simple averaging. However, depending on the kind
of content, it can be interesting to favor some features such
as the opacity of thin objects like straws or leaves. In this
case, a max function might be prefered to preserve them.
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Thus, the function choice is a parameter of the voxelization
process to be set by the user. This representation can be seen
as a volume in which voxel RGBA anisotropy is sampled in
six directions in the spirit of what [Nom95] does for leaves
in his volumetric texture of trees.

To MIP-map our captured normals, we rely on the normal filter proposed in [Tok05]. Although approximate, this
works well in practice for objects with a fairly smooth shape,
such as the objects of Figure 9.

Since the view-dependent information has been merged in
the resulting volume, building a MIP-map pyramid by filtering this volume at lower resolutions would lead to poor quality MIP-maps which tend to become over-transparent. To alleviate this issue, we preserve the view-dependent information as long as possible during the process (Figure 3). First
we separately build six volume MIP-map pyramids from the
six stacks of slices rendered previously. Each MIP-map pyramid is built following the algorithm of [DN04] that takes into
account the occlusion that occurs between the slices in the
stack view direction: In that direction, instead of averaging
the slices by pair, these pairs are composited. The composition uses the back-to-front alpha blending equation which
thus accounts for occlusion. Finally for each MIP-map level,
the six volumes of the six pyramids are combined into one
using the combination function defined by the user.

3.3. Rendering

Figure 3: Volume MIP-maps construction from 6 view directions
(α : alpha blending operator in the view direction, f : user defined
voxel combination function).

Reflectance: The image-based representations commonly
used in real-time applications either encode the normal for
runtime shading (e.g., bump-maps) or precompute the shading in the color texture (this is frequently done for 2D
billboards, especially when they represent plants or trees).
Moreover, nowadays a part of the lighting is often precomputed in textures even for quality-rendering applications
(e.g., ambient occlusion).
We combine both approaches: When processing the
source objects we capture images of normals as well, and
in the captured colors we can account for any feature the
user prefers to precompute rather than evaluate at runtime in
a pixel shader. However, sampling normals has limitations.
E.g., for objects made of thin elements (for instance, objects
of Figures 8, 11 and 13), a single normal does not bring
enough information to represent the filtered reflectance. In
such cases, normals are not reliable and precalculation is
preferable. Still, we might approximate the lighting as a separable low-frequency and high-frequency lighting, precalculating the local high-frequency lighting and storing a lowfrequency normal for runtime shading.

3.3.1. Algorithm
At runtime, we have to efficiently render the set of possibly
overlapping volumetric billboards arbitrarily placed in the
3D scene while correctly handling transparency and levelsof-detail.
Our solution generalizes the scheme proposed
by [LDS02] dedicated to
volumetric texture rendering. Instead of rendering
each cell seperately, their
algorithm renders them all Figure 4: Slicing: Intersection
at once (Figure 4). It gen- of all cells with slice 1 is drawn
erates uniformly-spaced first, then with slice 2, and so on.
slice planes parallel to the
screen from back to front with respect to the camera. For
each slice it computes all the polygons that correspond
to the intersection of the given slice with all the cells. It
draws these polygons and then moves to the next slice.
Thus, the polygons are drawn in a back-to-front order with
respect to the camera and do not need any additionnal
sorting for correct transparency compositing. They are
composited using the back-to-front alpha blending equation
C’ = As .Cs + (1 − As ).C where C and C’ are the current and
new pixel colors, and As and Cs the alpha and color of the
polygon texture.
In [LDS02] there is no overlap (their cells tile a surface).
For overlapping cells, the intersection polygons belonging to
one slice may overlap. This may lead to popping due to sudden change of drawing order (e.g., when turning around). To
avoid popping we enforce the drawing order of the polygons
on a view-independent deterministic way, based on cells ID.
Other restrictions of [LDS02] are that all the cells share the
same texture and that the method is not aimed at complex
objects or scenes: Every cell is considered for intersection
with a slice, and the whole scene must be sliced (with regular sampling). Sampling empty space and intersecting all
cells is especially inefficient for complex objects or scenes.
We deal with these issues in the paragraph Slab partitioning.
Moreover, at this scale perspective counts, so LOD representation and adaptive sampling should be used. Our representation accounts for LOD and our rendering does slice the
space adaptively (Figure 2-right). To that purpose, hardware
volume MIP-mapping is enabled and the distance between
two successive slices is adjusted to fit the size of one voxel
at its MIP-map level corresponding to the slices position, as
discussed in paragraph Adaptive slicing.
c 2009 The Author(s)
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Slab partitioning: Our algorithm avoids slicing the regions
with no cells and avoids considering all the cells by partitioning the space with planes orthogonal to the viewing direction axis before drawing the cells. We define slab as the
region between two such successive planes. The cells that
intersect a slab are assigned to the slab. The slicing is then
performed one slab after the other, starting from the farthest.
The slabs with no cell are not sliced. For the other slabs,
only the cells assigned to the slab are sliced. Within a slab
we group the cells by texture, which reduces the number of
texture switches required to handle cells assigned with different volumes. To ensure an effective partitioning, the slab
thickness is chosen such as the slab contains at least a predefined number of slices while not being smaller than the
average cells size.
Adaptive slicing: In order to avoid over or under-sampling
artifacts during the slice-based volume reconstruction, we
adjust the distance d between two slices to match the size
r of a voxel (measured in world space). For MIP-mapped
volume, r changes with the distance z of the voxel to the
camera. Therefore, we also extend the slicing algorithm to
account for this adaptive slicing rate.
The function used by
the hardware to select the
texture MIP-map level is
rather complex and partly
undocumented. However,
Figure 5: Slicing rate
our slices are parallel to
the screen, which allows for the following approximation.
When minification is involved, the MIP-map level is chosen
such that the size of a projected voxel on screen is roughly
tan( f ov/2)
where
one pixel (see Figure 5). This implies r ≈ z h/2
h is the height of the screen (in pixels) and fov is the camera
field-of-view angle in the height direction. Thus, our algorithm adjusts d to be equal to r.
To avoid over-sampling if the volume is magnified (i.e.,
the most detailled MIP-map level has been reached and the
size of a projected voxel on screen is more than one pixel),
d is thresholded to be at least the magnified voxel size. This
also prevents the generation of an excessive number of slices
when the camera approaches or goes into a volume since the
number of slices cannot exceed the volume resolution in the
viewing direction.
3.3.2. Efficient prism/plane intersection
The performance of the slicing algorithm relies on the computation of the prism/plane intersection. Our aim is to efficiently compute such intersections. We design the algorithm
to take advantage of GPU geometry shader.
The result of the intersection of a prism with a plane
may be empty (if the plane does not intersect the prism) or
may be a polygon having 3, 4 or 5 edges depending on the
plane/prism configurations (Figure 6-left). We denote vertical lines as the three lines supporting the three edges of a
c 2009 The Author(s)
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prism that link its two base triangles (lines (0,3) (1,4) (2,5)
of Figure 6-left). A plane may intersect the vertical lines either above, in-between or below the prism, which results in
27 possible combinations. A direct implementation of those
27 cases would be very inefficient. In order to reduce the
number of tests, we analyse the problem from the point of
view of each vertical line.

Figure 6: Prism/plane intersection. Left: Notations and possible
resulting polygons (0, 3, 4 or 5 edges). Right: The different configurations.

The calculation is done in camera space. The algorithm
is illustrated by Figure 6-right, and the geometry-shader implementation is outlined in Appendix A. The vertices of the
prism are numbered from 0 to 5 as shown on the Figure 6left. Lets consider a vertical line passing through the vertices
k and k + 3 (k = 0, 1 or 2). Since the slicing plane is normal
to the z-axis in camera space, the plane/line intersection is
−zk
z
defined by the factor sk = slice
zk+3 −zk , where zslice is the position of the slicing plane along the z-axis. First, we reject the
trivial configurations where no intersection occurs (i.e., the
sk are all negative or all greater than 1). Then we perform the
following operation for each vertical line successively:
- If sk is within [0,1], one intersection point is lying between
the vertices k and k + 3. This point is computed and stored.
- If sk is less than 0, since the no-intersection case has already been considered, the plane intersects either the edge
of the prism on the left of the vertex k (the edge [k, kL ]) or
the one on the right of k (the edge [k, kR ]) or both of them.
This is determined by testing if the values skL and/or skR are
positive. The one or two corresponding intersection points
are then computed and stored.
- Similarly to the previous case, if sk is greater than 1, one
or two intersection points are determined by considering the
edges on the left and on the right of the vertex k + 3.
The order of the tests on sk guarantees that an intersection
point is not found twice and is found in the right order to
form a valid polygon. Thus, we obtain up to 5 ordered intersection points. In the case of a geometry shader implementation, we use these points to create and emit up to 3 triangles
which form the polygon resulting from the intersection of
the prism with the slicing plane.
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Figure 7: Comparison. Column a: Reference images (polygonal models rendered by 3DSMax). b: Our method (2563 and 128 × 128 × 256
MIP-mapped volumes). c: Real-time rendering of the polygonal models (200000 and 22600 faces). d: Same as c with FSAA×8 enabled.

Compared to [LDS02], our algorithm can be expressed in
a compact way. It also performs less if-tests: In the worst
case, where the intersection results in a pentagon, the number of tests is at most 12. See 4-Performance for benchs.
4. Results
We applied our representation to several classes of objects depicted in the figures and the accompanying
video available at http://www.antisphere.com/Research/
VolumetricBillboards.php and commented below.

especially at a distance, because of their very thin and ragged
faces; these artifacts becomes even more noticable when the
objects move. The limit of our representation is reached for
closer views, when the size of the object on the screen exceeds its volume resolution, causing blurriness. Although
this may be acceptable for a certain range, transitioning with
the polygonal model, or with a mixed model as the tree of
Figure 13, could also be considered. The nice z-buffer compliance property of the representation would ease the fading
transition between the different models.

Figure 8: A group of different trees. Note on the top-view that the
cells do intersect.

MIP-map and LOD: Figure 7-b shows the rendering quality provided by our method through the MIP-mapped volumes for levels-of-detail management. This is illustrated on
two complex objects: a tree originally composed of 200 000
faces and voxelized at a resolution of 2563 ; and an Eiffel tower model originally composed of 22 600 faces and
voxelized at a resolution of 128 × 128 × 256. We provide
some additional images for quality comparison: Figure 7-a
shows reference images produced from the polygonal models by an offline renderer; and Figures 7-c and 7-d show
screen captures of the hardware rendering of the polygonal
models without and with Full Scene Anti-Aliasing (FSAA).
Note that, in our results, the LOD transitions are smooth
(see video) and the objects are nicely antialiased without enabling FSAA. In contrast, the direct hardware rendering of
their polygonal models shows popping or aliasing artifacts,

Figure 9: Left: Overlapping semi-transparent volumes. Right: A
scene composed of 2500 volumetric billboards displayed at interactive framerates. Note how the objects are antialiased (w/o FSAA).

Multiple and overlapping objects: Examples depicted in
Figures 8, 9 and 10 demonstrate how multiple and possibly intersecting complex objects are handled. The trees are
voxelized at 1283 resolution. The "dragons’n co" scene is
composed of 2500 volumetric billboards sharing 6 different volumes with resolution ranging from 643 to 1283 . Despite their number and their overlapping, there are no artifacts resulting from incorrect transparency handling between
objects. Furthermore, the superimposition of a fully semitransparent volumetric billboard, like the haze cone of Figc 2009 The Author(s)
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ure 9-left, with other objects can generate interesting effects
such as volumetric shadowing. The "asteroid belt" scene
demonstrates the ability to handle many different volumes. It
is composed of 1200 volumetric billboards sharing 60 different volumes of resolution 1283 generated procedurally (using Perlin noise). In this example, the dust clouds overlap
the asteroids. See paragraph Perfomance below for memory
usage and performance discussion.

Figure 12: Buildings block texture repeated inside a single volumetric billboard (top-left), and mapped on a sphere (192 cells).

models can be animated by deforming or moving the prisms
(see video). In a sense, this brings animation to volume data.
Note that in this animation example, we simply decomposed
the foliage into 12 box cells which we animate procedurally.
In the scope of a real production, more cells would have
been defined and linked to a deforming tree skeleton. See
also the wave motion in the grass obtained by bending the
cells edges.
Figure 10: "Asteroid belt" composed of 1200 volumetric billboards from 60 different volumes of resolution 1283 : 40 for asteroids, 20 for dust clouds (some examples are shown on the left).

Volumetric textures: Volumetric billboards are also able
to represent volumetric textures by generating their bounding prisms from the extrusion of a triangulated surface and
its mapped texture coordinates, as shown by Figures 11
and 12. The semi-transparent MIP-mapped volumetric texture effect is obtained with no modification to the algorithm.
In this context, our approach can be seen as an extension
of [LDS02]. The fur and buildings volume resolutions are
256 × 256 × 32.
Figure 13: Animated (see video) volumetric billboards mixed with
meshes.

Figure 11: Fur volumetric texture (380 cells).
Composite and animated scene: The example of Figure 13
illustrates the ability of our representation to manage composite objects, like a tree composed of polygonal trunk and
branches with leaves composed of several volumetric billboards sharing the same leaves pattern. Although the resolution of single volumetric billboards is small (1283 in that
case), compositing them results in a high-resolution model
valid even for close view with full parallax and no popping occurs despite the dense overlapping. Furthermore, the
c 2009 The Author(s)
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Performance and memory usage: The following benchmarks (Table 1) are related to the sequences shown on the
video and the figures. Framerates are measured on a Pentium 4 - 3GHz with 1GB of RAM and equiped with a
GeForce 8800 GTS with 640MB of on-board memory. If
nothing else specified, they correspond to a framed view
(i.e., the entire scene fits the screen). They are measured
with shadow-mapping disabled. Performance with shadowmapping enabled is displayed in the video.
For close views, the screen resolution has a noticable impact on the performance (except for the "asteroid belt" example), which suggests that the bottleneck is mainly the fillrate.
At a distance, performance increases significantly thanks to
the adaptive slicing combined with faster access to volume
MIP-map levels. The “dragons’n co” scene performance is
minimally affected by the screen resolution. Rather, the performance is bounded by the intersection calculations and the
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FPS (# slices)
640×480

Trees
close-up
(Fig. 8)
far distance
Dragons’n co grazing view
(Fig. 9)
wide view

69 (230)
395 (28)
19 (2400)
29 (540)
far distance
54 (170)
Asteroid belt close-up
14 (978)
(Fig. 10)
wide view
9 (308)
Furry torus (Fig. 11)
130 (300)
City sphere (Fig. 12)
36 (400)
Anim tree+grass (Fig. 13) . 79 (350)

800×600

59 (270)
336 (33)
14 (2800)
25 (640)
51 (200)
13 (1138)
8 (384)
76 (360)
24 (480)
70 (415)

Tex
1024×768 (MB) .

56 (320)
271 (38)
11 (3300)
20 (745)
49 (235)
10 (1336)
6 (492)
51 (410)
15 (550)
47 (485)

38
26

300
3
3
12

Table 1: Framerates (frames per second) and average number of
slices (in green between brackets) for various screen resolutions.
Last column: Amount of compressed texture memory (in MB).

texture switches required to render the different objects. For
the asteroid belt example, the cost related to texture memory
access and switches become significant, especially for low
screen resolutions (at higher resolution, it is partly hidden
by the fillrate cost).
Texture memory usage for each example is also reported
in Table 1. The textures are compressed using the standard S3TC compression. Basically, a 2563 volume (colors+normals) and its MIP-map levels are stored in 38 MB,
and a 1283 volume in 5 MB.
.VS.slicing. .GS.slicing. .GS.+.adaptive. .GS.+.adaptive.slic.

Furry torus.
Asteroid belt.

31
0.6

68
1.3

slicing
106
8

.+.partitioning.

130
14

Optimizations: While the results of our method are indeed
interactive, there is still room for improvement. The method
offers a simple way to balance between quality and performance. The adaptive slicing rate can be biased by a user defined factor to generate less slices, which leads to an undersampling of the volume. The object becomes more transparent as a side effect, however, this can be attenuated by scaling the opacity of the texture artificially (in the pixel shader)
by an equivalent factor. In our examples, we used this technique to accelerate the rendering of the shadow maps.
Additionally, volumes often have large empty regions
which are unnecessarily rasterized. More elaborate contentbased optimization techniques may be considered for
slicing-based volume rendering, and can even be used as
a substitute for the early-ray termination technique of raycasting [LMK03]. However, for volumes of relatively low
resolution, as considered in our examples, the cost related
to the complexification of the slicing algorithm masks the
potential benefit. We found empty-region removal to be a
more rewarding optimization technique (Figure 14). Instead
of taking them out at runtime, the empty-spaces can be removed in a pre-processing stage by subdividing the volume and creating volumetric billboards only for the nonempty subvolumes. There are different strategies to do so;
we have implemented a simple one based on a kd-tree, detailed in [VMD08]. Since the overhead due to the increase of
cells is very limited and the performance is predominantly
bounded by the fillrate, the gain is significant: up to 50%
for the model (a) of Figure 14 and 200% for the model (b).
Moreover the remaining non-empty regions may be packed
to reduce the amount of required texture memory: the gain
is up to 50% for the model (a) and 75% for the model (b).

Table 2: Comparison. First column: Vertex Shader based algorithm of [LDS02]. Next columns: Our Geometry Shader
based algorithm successively enhanced by adaptive slicing and
partitioning. Measured in frames per second at 640×480.
Table 2 compares our algorithm with a GPU implementation of [LDS02] using vertex shaders (VS) on today’s hardware. At the time of publication (2002) their hybrid algorithm which mixes intersection compution on GPU and CPU
was reported faster than a pure GPU implementation, but it
is no more the case, so we limit the comparison to GPUbased implementation. Regarding regular cell slicing only
(i.e., no adaptive slicing and no partitioning), despite the fact
that geometry shader (GS) and dynamic branching are not
yet mature fully-efficient features, our GS-based implementation outperforms the VS-based implementation by a factor
of about 2. In addition, it requires 6 times less data to be
sent to the GPU for geometry since the description of the
cells are not duplicated at each vertex (which the VS-based
algorithm requires). Regarding use in large scenes, adaptive
slicing and partitioning prove to be the key component for
efficiency (order of magnitude faster) and quality filtering
with the distance.

Figure 14: Volume empty-space removal.
5. Conclusion
The volumetric billboards method provides a solution for
the representation and accelerated rendering of complex objects at a distance while not sacrificing the parallax effects.
In particular, it properly handles transparency, filtering according to distance and overlapping volumes. Moreover, the
real-time rendering algorithm can be integrated seamlessly
into common rasterization-based renderers.
The performance of our prism/plane intersection algorithm will increase with the evolutions of geometry shaders
and dynamic branching in future graphics hardwares. The
limiting factor will continue to be the extensive usage
of fillrate and 3D texture access. Empty-space removal
adds a significant improvement in performance. In order
to reduce remaining pixel overdraw, we plan to investigate
front-to-back slicing schemes. Another area for future improvement is the use of a more accurate model for color,
c 2009 The Author(s)
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opacity and reflectance, which takes view-dependency into
account. Regarding the reflectance, correct normal filtering (e.g., [HSRG07]) with a limited impact on the performance would also be of interest.
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Appendix A:
Pseudocode for prism/plane intersection geometry shader

[HSRG07] H AN C., S UN B., R AMAMOORTHI R., G RINSPUN
E.: Frequency domain normal map filtering. Trans. on Graphics,
Siggraph’07 (2007), 28.

ProjPosTex p[5]; // up to 5 resulting projected vert. and their tex. coord.
int i = 0; float s0 , s1 , s2 ;
s0 =(zslice -z0 )/(z3 -z0 ); s1 =(zslice -z1 )/(z4 -z1 ); s2 =(zslice -z2 )/(z5 -z2 );

[JWP05] J ESCHKE S., W IMMER M., P URGATHOFER W.:
Image-base representations for accelerated rendering of complex
scenes. In State of the art reports Eurographics (2005), pp. 1–20.

// the slicing plane normal has been slightly jittered to avoid unwanted division by 0

if s0 , s1 , s2 < 0 or s0 , s1 , s2 > 1 then return;
for k = 0 to 2 do // loop to be unrolled by the compiler
kR = (k + 1) mod 3; kL = (k + 2) mod 3;
if sk ∈ [0, 1] then
p[i++] = Intersect (k, k + 3)
// Intersect(a, b) computes the intersection of the edge [a, b]
// and the slice, and the corresponding 3D texture coordinates.

else if sk < 0 then
if (skL ≥ 0) then p[i++] = Intersect (k, kL )
if (skR ≥ 0) then p[i++] = Intersect (k, kR )
else // sk > 1
if (skL ≤ 1) then p[i++] = Intersect (k + 3, kL + 3)
if (skR ≤ 1) then p[i++] = Intersect (k + 3, kR + 3)
end
end
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graphics and interactive tech., Siggraph’94 (1994), 451–458.

EmitTriangle(p[0], p[1], p[2])
if i ≥ 4 then
EmitTriangle(p[0], p[2], p[3])
if i = 5 then EmitTriangle(p[0], p[3], p[4])
end
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